
Q: We are a hot air balloon manufacturer and have a
project running currently where we are to produce an
18m helium sphere with the world projected onto it.
This is no problem for us to distort using a Mercator
projection. However our client would like us to tilt the
earth about 60 deg so Japan is just below the equator.
A simple solution would be to tilt the sphere but this is
not possible. So my question is can anyone produce an
unwrapped flat earth with this in mind so we can then
distort into the panels? 

A: A traditional globe-maker might be able to work this
up for you. For one fine example see:
http://www.greavesandthomas.co.uk

The Society of Cartographers visited them (in Ryde,
IoW) last year and they do custom work and might well
be up for the challenge.

A: You may want to discuss this problem with Hans van
der Maarel of Red Geographics in the Netherlands:
hans@redgeographics.com

In 2006 he designed fabric globe gores for a “beanbag”
chair and I believe the software he uses would easily be
able to tilt the Earth and make Japan visible from below.
More info on his very cool chairs here:
http://www.cartotalk.com/index.php?showtopic=2153
&st=0
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Q: An interesting mapping project has come up, which
attempts to map the cultural associations of landscape.
Does anybody have any idea what those cultural
associations might be? Are they physical, such as
settlement and communications, or less obvious in a
physical sense, such as traditions, art, language, etc.?

A: It may be worth talking some Local Authority
Landscape Architects? They may have a good insight to
the questions you’re asking.

A: The DIGEST Feature and Attribute Coding Catalogue
(FACC) has ten feature categories, one of which is
“Culture” (others include Hydrography, Physiography,
Vegetation and Hypsography) and I think relates to all
man made features recorded within the landscape
(buildings etc), and the results of man’s interaction with
the landscape (pits and quarries).

A: The map and its entire symbology is a product of
culture - even the humble spot height.
In terms of the features themselves, this is of course a
very involved topic and it is always difficult to define
topographic features as ‘cultural’. In state topographic
maps, one earlier international convention was to use
black to denote such features.

The DIGEST FACC is one method of classifying the
landscape but there are always difficulties – we might
agree that a church is a ‘cultural feature’ simply because
it is man-made and a quarry because it involves man’s
interaction with the land, but what about orchards,
parkland, hedgerows – or the sea?

Measuring that interaction is difficult and so it depends
on whether there is going to be a pre-set definition of
what constitutes a ‘cultural object’ and mapping these OR
whether the map is to somehow depict the cultural
associations, connotations, and networks of whatever is
deemed to be included (which might not have many
limits!)

Extension Q: Thanks to everyone for their comments
so far. The project is a national map of Scotland’s
cultural landscapes, and is an extension of the national
landscape character study.

This is what we have been told by the client:
Cultural associations are a relatively intangible

layer of landscape character, which arise from the
connections between particular landscapes and
specific artists, writers and musicians, and their
works; and with other aspects such as language, place
names and traditions. These associations may
contribute to people’s sense of place and to their total
experience of landscape. An understanding of cultural
associations is valuable, both to describe landscape
character in its fullest sense and to understand the
importance of particular landscapes.

The first stage will be to establish what cultural
associations we will map.

The client acknowledges that the number of things
we could map could be limitless, and that how we map
them could be challenging. They refer to Burns - are
the places associated with him what we map, or his
wider influence?

Has anyone ever had any experience of this kind of
mapping or any knowledge of a similar project or
publication?

A: Have you thought about bringing in an element of
Participatory mapping/participatory GIS? Getting groups
of local people to make their own cultural maps or
perhaps an online project. Have a look at
http://www.iapad.org for more information.

There’s a lot of work with indigenous mapping that could
be useful – the Scots are indigenous after all.

Q: PDFs downloaded from Digimap open fine in
Illustrator, but the line thicknesses are all exaggerated
by a factor of 10, so a 1 pt line becomes 10pt, 0.21 pt
becomes 2.14 pt, 0.54 pt becomes 5.36 pt etc.

Obviously they can be manually changed but it’s a
bit of a fiddle. Is there a solution or shall we stick to
eps files which (usually) open OK?

A: This is a known issue. The PDF files downloaded
from Digimap are designed for printing from Adobe
Acrobat. Download the EPS version instead and open this
in Adobe Illustrator.

A: For the PDF there is a quick workaround rather than
manually selecting each line or using the Select Same
Stroke Colour or Weight option.

1. Select All>Scale 10%>TICK the Scale Stroke and
Effects box (effectively reducing the lineweight by a
factor of 10)
THEN
2. Select All>Scale 1000%>UNTICK the Scale
Strokes and Effects box

This will give the correct lightweights as on the EPS file
and with the file restored to its original size.

Q: What software would you recommend for map
making on Apple Mac OS.

A: Avenza MAPublisher within Adobe Illustrator. See
http://www.avenza.com.

A: You can create maps quite adequately just using
Illustrator on its own (or even an old copy of FreeHand if
you can find one on eBay for instance). For most people
wanting to draw maps, and certainly those just starting
out, MAPublisher is not required and would be an
unnecessary expense.

A: Absolutely. I draw the maps in our magazine every
month using Illustrator CS, scans of the New Popular
Edition (out-of-copyright OS mapping) to trace from, and
GPS tracks from my own surveys. If I were doing heavy-
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duty town plans I might want a GIS of some description,
but for fairly small-scale mapping this setup is all I’ve
ever needed.

If you have a PowerPC Mac – a few years old, such as
a G4 or a G5 – it’s worth looking around to see if you can
find a cheap, older version of Illustrator. The new features
in recent versions are arguably of little use to most
cartographers; the latest is CS4 and, well, let’s just say
Adobe’s programs don’t get any more reliable with
subsequent releases! I find Illustrator CS also works well
on an Intel Mac, but CS2 doesn’t (the ‘Divide Objects
Below’ function, which I use very frequently, bombs out
every time).

Of course, if you do buy an old version, make sure it’s
OS X-native.

A: As a follow-up to the recommendation regarding
Adobe Illustrator, I suggest that browsing (Google, etc.)
with the words: “Drawing maps with Illustrator” will
conjure up a very helpful bunch of how-to ... ideas for
getting started.

A: And for a zero-budget, there’s always Inkscape:
Have a look at:

http://wikitravel.org/en/Wikitravel:How_to_draw_a_map

A: You might consider using opensource tools such as
QGIS and GRASS GIS.

GRASS (Geographic Resource Analysis Support
Software) has been in development for nearly 30 years
and is freely available. QGIS (Quantum GIS) has been in
development for almost 5 years and is also freely
available.

Both import practically every geo-spatial file format in
existence and they can export high quality output in the
EPS file format.

You may download the standalone GRASS application
for Mac OS X from:

http://openosx.com/grass/freedownload.html
And QGIS from here:
http://download.osgeo.org/qgis/mac/qgis-1.0.0.dmg.gz
The GRASS homepage is:
http://grass.osgeo.org/
The QGIS homepage is:
http://www.qgis.org/

A: Which software for map-making, well it is all a
function of scale, accuracy, map user requirements and of
course cost.
I offer the following solutions which I use for varying
requirements:
1. Adobe Illustrator (graphics only environment)
estimated cost less than £500
- scan in a base map (copyright free of course) and simply
digitize on-screen, a sometimes slow but easy and cost
effective solution if time is not an issue
- good for basic and professional map illustrations and
graphics; used by amateurs and professionals

2. Adobe Illustrator with Avenza MAPublisher (graphics
and GIS environment) estimated cost £500–£1000
- allows the import of freely or commercially available
GIS datasets, no digitizing required, has many other
benefits, e.g geo-referencing of datasets, data
manipulation, attribute mapping and design
- a more flexible and professional approach utilising
existing spatial data; used by professional cartographers
with graphics and GIS knowledge.
3. ArcGIS (fully functional GIS environment)
estimated cost £1000–£10,000
- fully utilises access to existing GIS datasets,
functionally and analysis options to customise data before
final design. Files can also be exported direct to Adobe
Illustrator and other vector and raster graphic file formats
- a high end solution used by cartographic and GIS
professionals in commercial mapping, academic research,
government departments and NGOs.
There are of course many other possibilities which I have
also used successfully on occasion :
-Freehand or CorelDraw instead of Adobe Illustrator

(MAPublisher also works with Freehand)
- MapInfo or AutoCAD Map3D instead of ArcGIS
- Open Source and Freeware graphics and GIS software

solutions (as in previous posts)
Note: some GIS software options may not be fully
functional on Apple Mac OS.

A: There is a recent addition to the world of GIS
software, specifically designed for the Mac:
Cartographica

See: http://www.macgis.com/

A: Not strictly answering the original question, but there
is a piece of free software called GISLook that allows
you to preview the content of vector and raster GIS files
on a Mac: http://jenny.cartography.ch/gislook/

A short article about GISLook (and GISMeta) – inc.
plugins for Adobe Illustrator – was published in the
recent Bulletin of the Society of Cartographers (Vol. 42
Issues 1 and 2). This is available as free download to
members of the SoC, via the newly launched member’s
area: http://www.soc.org.uk/member.htm.

Q: I have a good many maps to produce which each
have numbered dots to locate an establishment. The
only criterion regarding numbering is that they should
be in sequence north to south. There is also to be a
simple legend which has the name of the establishment
next to the numbered dot (the legend to be in numeric
order). Whist the maps are not currently geo
referenced, is there any way the task of numbering
and legend can be semi-automated e.g. by the use of
MAPublisher or any other means. The added
complication is that if an establishment ceases to exist
in the future then any auto renumbering would be
very helpful.
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A: The auto-numbering can be achieved through FME,
which can also generate a “legend” copy for every
location. The whole thing could then be imported back on
top of your existing map using MAPublisher and then the
legend can be labelled.

This does depend on the names being available and the
maps being georeferenced. Also, if one or more locations
are dropped, you’d effectively have to redo the whole
process.

A: If you had MapInfo Professional, you could create a
simple mapbasic tool, which prompts you for a points
table, and automates the process of mapping and
numbering it from North to South, and adds a legend.
Each time you needed to add a point, you would just need
to run the tool again. A batch option could be
incorporated, if you needed many such tables done.

The input table would have to have a column for the
name of the establishment, and either Royal Mail PAF
recognized postcodes or a column each for the Eastings
and Northings of the points.

Of course, in this case you would have to have
MapInfo Professional to make use of it, so maybe there
are cheaper solutions out there.

A: regarding map users and their needs... Question: Is the
user looking at the key first to identify the number, then
the map... or the other way around (i.e. map first then
key...)? If they’re looking at the key first because they
know which POI they need, then it’s worth considering
putting the list in alphabetical name order so it’s easier to
find the POI initially. The ordering of the numbers in the
key will then be random, but in order on the map (north
to south, as you mention) to help them locate it logically.

Extension Question: We have a similar problem.
Locations of hotels on our maps are manually

placed with a hotel icon and numbered. Beneath the
maps the hotels are listed as text in alphabetical order,
located by a grid reference (say A-1) and numbered
from 1 to XX. Annually we update the list to account
for hotels that may have gone out of business and, new
hotels that need be added. After updating, the
sequential numbers assigned are changed to account
for changes in the alphabetical list of hotels. This new
data needs appear on the maps automatically in its
new form. The problem is, how do we update the hotel
labels as they appear from the new data?

We are not very sophisticated but we do have
MAPublisher.

A: If you create MAPublisher points for the hotels and
assign the hotel names as attributes of the points, you can
have MAPublisher do an index of them. That’s saved as a
.csv file, which you can open in Excel and then you can
add a column with sequential numbers. Place the whole
lot in a text block in Illustrator and you’re done. If the
data changes, the easiest would be to simply redo those
steps.

Q: I am a TV journalist in Germany and I am
working for one of the most important science
magazines in Germany. At the moment I am working
on a graphic-feature about trade and money flows
world wide. For this reason, I wonder if it is possible
to make a map which shows the size of
countries/territories depending on actual (2008) data
of export, import, balance of trade and debt.

A: I suggest you take a look at the maps available on
http://www.worldmapper.org/

Click on map categories and take your pick. It’s
brilliant.

A: Yes, the places to look are:
http://www.mappingworlds.com and
http://www.worldmapper.org/

A: maybe also useful: http://www.geoconomie.nl/

Q: I use CorelDraw! X3, and cannot get Khmer, Lao
or Burmese fonts to render correctly. Thai works fine,
but the vowels and tonemarks in the other three
languages do not appear in the correct places over,
under or around consonants, instead they appear as
separate characters after the consonant.
All four languages work fine in MS Office, but I
cannot type ‘insert symbol’, or copy and paste from
Office into Corel... the result is always the same:
misplaced vowels and tonemarks.
Likewise in Khmer, second consonants which should
appear as feet under a first consonant in a pair,
appear after it. Office works fine, but Corel does not. I
use an educational version of CorelDraw!, so Corel
refuse to give me technical support.

A: My comments... the problem could be the in the
software, or the nature of the software (Corel is vector
graphics isn’t it?)

My suggestions:
1) Save the correct text you want to transfer as
“WordPerfect” in Word, and import the save as file
into CorelDraw.
2) Create the text you want as an image in WORD,
then cut and paste into CorelDraw
3) Create the text in WordPerfect (free trial copies
available from Corel)

A: For languages having “complex scripts”, the font
handling in Microsoft Office is by necessity very
advanced. Office calls upon an OS component called
Uniscribe to interpret so-called “OpenType Layout”
features encoded inside the font, moving vowels and
accents around, replacing and reordering glyphs
depending on context, resulting in typographically correct
forms for most major languages of the world.

Correct handling of OpenType Layout is a tricky thing
to add to an application. It can also break compatibility
with previous ways of doing things. The latter factor
presumably influenced Microsoft’s choosing to ignore
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OpenType Layout for Latin-based text, although the
necessity to add a new UI layer would also have been off-
putting. (For Latin script advanced typography, the main
apps are Adobe Creative Suite and Apple Pages.)
Although there are a couple of competing systems for
complex scripts, for some time it has looked near certain
that OpenType Layout will prevail, and all serious
providers of graphical software who don’t want to upset
their UI-aware clients should be working hard on
handling it.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenType#Extended_
language_support

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complex_text_layout

http://www.microsoft.com/typography/otfntdev/intro.htm

For your purposes, the only solution I can think of is to
create a document in MS Word, where each label is
placed in its correct position by means of importing an
atlas rendering in a frame. After deleting the atlas
rendering from Word, the text can be saved as a PDF and
superimposed back in Corel Draw.

Note that the Notepad application also handles
OpenType Layout for complex scripts, so you may be
able to use that in your workflow, e.g. by making a PDF
of each piece of text (nice!).

Appended A: Re-reading my mail, I realize it may have
come over a bit turgid and not very helpful.

The point is that Microsoft Office contains the
advanced font handling necessary for proper treatment of
languages such as Thai, Burmese, etc. On the other hand,
Corel Draw does not. Since the burden of handling these
languages is a significant one for application
programmers, and most applications get most of their
sales from “the West”, don’t expect movement on that
score any time soon.

However, for most languages there are non-Unicode
“hacked” fonts that may work for you in Corel Draw and
other typographically simple apps. Each font will have its
own peculiarities - you won’t be able to type as you do in
Word, and neither copy & paste, nor feeding data from a
Unicode database, will work painlessly.

For example, see this page, which has some fonts that
should work in any app:

http://www.cambodia.org/fonts/

A: Probably stating the obvious but, have you got all the
fonts on your system enabled for Corel?

In X3, Tools>options>text>fonts
What format are the fonts you are trying to use?

Truetype or Adobe Type 1

Q: Does anyone in the community have some good
hand-drawn maps that they would like to share for
possible inclusion in an upcoming book? I have vague
recollections of a repository of these sorts of maps a
while back, but I don’t remember the details.

A: Individuals that immediately spring to mind are:
Alfred Wainwright: http://www.wainwright.org.uk/ 

I can provide more details, as I have done quite a bit of
research on his mapping. For instance he illustrated
Richard Adams’ Plague Dogs in first edition, and several
other books. He was one of a small band of “autograph
book” producers (c.f. Blake, Carroll, Lear – who may
well have included maps).

Mark Richards: http://www.markrichards.info/ whose
early guide books certainly included his hand-drawn
maps (after the style of Wainwright, who was a sort of
mentor), but latterly I don’t think have been

Christopher Tolkien: http://www.tolkienmaps.com/
tolkienmapsstory.html

according to link above produced the original maps for
his father’s books

Stephen Raw: http://www.tolkienmaps.com/
stephenraw.html part by hand, part by computer, re-doing
work of Christopher Tolkien.

A: Not completely hand-drawn AFAIK, but very nice:

http://boehmwanderkarten.de/kv/is_kaus.html

http://www.boehmwanderkarten.de/verwaltung/bildarchiv
/labyrinth.gif

http://www.boehmwanderkarten.de/verwaltung/bildarchiv
/labyrinth_teichwaechter.gif

Q: Where do we stand on general ‘cartographic rules’
for both 3D and 4D time based spatial data delivery? 

Although many of the general rules used for 2D
presentations may and will apply, I feel some aspects
need special treatment. For example, has a ‘general’
convention been developed in regards to presenting
marginalia details?

Are there published examples to hand i.e. books,
websites, papers, etc…?

What with the growing need for publishing data in
3D, either online or as print; this is a big issue for
cartography.

A: you might want to join this mailing list

http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/wcsml/

for 3D Nature’s World Construction Set and Visual
Nature Studio 3D (and 4D!) Landscape Visualization
Software. We have some traditional cartographers and
many people doing full 3D still and animated (4D) terrain
visualization. I think you’d find a wealth of knowledge
and interest in sharing experience there.

You’re welcome to check out some of our users’ work
here:

http://www.3dnworld.com/galapp.php

though it may not explicitly answer your questions. Some
of my 4D work can be found on our animations page
here:

http://3dnature.com/anims.html
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I’ve used television-style “CG” overlays, some static and
some evolving/animated to display critical metadata (see
“Hurricane Katrina, New Orleans Water Level
Animation”) though the poor resolution and size of the
typical video playback environment limits how much info
you can present without overwhelming the screen.

Further response from questioner: your links to
existing examples illustrates well the recent growth in
this area of presentation. They are lovely images and
will help to engage the audience with their associated
subjects. However, cartographically they may require
some work as ‘stand alone’ stills, e.g. the requirement
of a marginalia of some sort, to help elucidate what
the image is showing. Maps really need to work well in
their own right. They shouldn’t rely of the context of
supportive copy, or the full time sequence to run, for
example.

I appreciate that many, if not all, of these stills are
out of context, but as the gallery shows, these 3D
images are often presented as stills and there needs to
be a way to remedy this potential pitfall. I can see an
argument against an ever present marginalia. An on
screen marginalia will obscure valuable viewing area.
But if the image doesn’t communicate as effectively
without one, is the whole visual exercise lost?

Should we develop popup marginalia’s that auto-
retracts when not required, or when you interrogate a
feature on screen and automatically generates on
request to print?

Design issues come in: the balance of content
should be placed into account. Do we need to see the
on screen the equivalent of a jet fighter ‘flight deck’,
or a simple key that’s as concise as possible?

I have a feeling that the gaming world has already
encountered these issues, and are no doubt ahead of
the game (pardon that pun).

Q: Having searched in vain through many textbooks
and websites, I hope someone can answer a question
for me.

What is the term-of-art for each separate part
(from a cartographic point-of-view) of a multi-part
country?

Examples would be: 
France: European France, French Guiana,

Reunion, etc.
USA: Lower 48, Alaska, Hawaii, etc.

A: “parts”?
In all seriousness... I think “enclaves” could be used.

“Overseas territories” if they’re really across the
sea/ocean. Other than that there is no special term for it as
far as I know.

A: Would the outlying parts not be considered exclaves?
Or is ‘exclave’ specifically a political geography term?

A: Exclaves is also relevant. An Enclave is something

contained within something, while an exclave is
something outside something. Or as the Chambers
dictionary puts it, a part of a country detached from the
main part.

A: Exclave is a part of one country entirely surrounded
by one other country.

I’d go with ‘fragments’ or ‘outlying/overseas
areas/territories’, ‘associated areas’ etc depending on
political status.

A: In some parts of the world you have exclaves within
enclaves that in themselves have exclaves. Being a
cartographer is never easy.

A: If you are looking for a term that applies to (for
example) the lower 48 US States as well as to Alaska and
Hawaii, I think the word “contiguous” is what you are
looking for. If you need a noun, how about “contiguous
territory” or “contiguous territorial unit”? But there is no
“official” term I know of.

A: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contiguous_United_States
Military/government folks shorten this to CONUS.

A: This is not comprehensive, but I recall that in notes
about or from Joan Blaeu’s Grand atlas of the 17th
Century World, his contiguous political units, if lacking
other nomenclature, were “provinces”, further divided
into “jurisdictions”. Most other divisions were “territorial
units” (my favourite) which did not necessarily apply to
contiguous units.

Q: Google’s aerial imagery is a fantastic resource for
tracing from – a boon to any cartographer.

Are we allowed to do so? Well, there’s a question.
I’ve bought maps which openly credit Google Earth as
a source, for “revolutionising the map-maker’s art” by
opening up survey to the four corners of the earth. 

I’m pretty sure, having read up on the matter, that
tracing from aerial imagery does not infringe the
copyright in that imagery. But if the provider wants to
forbid it via terms of use, they can: and so sites like
OpenStreetMap absolutely forbid people from tracing
from Google, because the legalities are so unclear.

A: Google could help us all by clarifying their terms, and
settling the question of whether we’re allowed to trace
from it. And it would be wonderful if they answered “yes,
you are”.

So here’s how you can help.
Google now have an initiative called the Data

Liberation Front. Its purpose is to make sure that any data
you put into Google, you can get out again.

If you make a map mash-up (Summer School
attendees are permitted a weary sigh at this point!) from
aerial imagery, just like Mike’s example in the Tuesday
afternoon workshop, are you allowed to take the data out
and use it in your own map? We’re asking the Data
Liberation Front to say “yes”.
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You can show your support by going to:
http://url.ie/2ero

and voting. Since Friday afternoon, we’ve come from
nowhere to over 500 votes – more than three times the
next most popular suggestion. Please, lend your support
and ask others to do so.

A: At the risk of being a party-pooper, there is another
side to this argument.

If we are talking about the UK, then the principal
provider of imagery to both Google and Bing is
Getmapping Plc. Their licence with Google does not
include the right for everyone to freely make maps off the
air photos, and the price was agreed with that right not
included. Google have no power to unilaterally abrogate a
contract, whatever might be nice in an ideal world.

Getmapping is a Plc, so anyone can look at the
accounts. If you do you will see that after 11 years in
business there is an accumulated loss of £5m, so it would
seem nobody, or at least them, is making mega bucks out
of air photos. So strictly speaking Google and all the
other air photo clients have already been subsidized quite
heavily by the Getmapping shareholders.

In what way is it fair that either:
a) Getmapping subsidize Google by providing

unrestricted rights for the citizens of the world to digitize
map data at below the economic cost of the imagery (i.e.
what it cost to create plus a profit margin), or

b) that Google use funds from their advertizers to pay
Getmapping and similar the full costs of the imagery and
all the necessary rights, and then subsidize the
cartographers of the world by giving it all away free?

Economics is ‘the dismal science’ as there is no such
thing as a free lunch. Somebody has to pay. There is a
very real cost to a satellite, or a survey aircraft, or
whatever, and that has to come from somewhere. 

Now I agree that if it is paid for by taxpayers then
there is another argument, and you can make the case for
the US type of ‘cost of distribution only’ arrangement
(though again there is a counter argument - why, for
example, would US taxpayers want to provide the rest of
the world (i.e. folk that do not pay US taxes) with e.g.
free 1 m resolution imagery?). However, most of the
imagery in Google is privately owned and was not paid
for by the taxpayer.

When Karl Marx’s prediction comes true and cash
fades away into history then we can give all our maps
away for free. Until then you can’t run a business if the
income is less than the outgoings.

A: Really interesting post.
To re-phrase b), do I think that Google should use

some of its $1bn profits, and its $20bn cash pile, to pay
you for the full rights? If you’ll excuse my exuberance...
you bet I do!

Derived data has a ‘network effect’. The more data
that’s derived from one source (or claimed to be), the
harder it is for anyone to break away from that source.

We’ve seen that in the UK with the Ordnance Survey.
So the risk is that webmapping becomes a monoculture

around Google. 
That’s not good for anyone on this list, from solo

freelance cartographers up to bigger companies who find
themselves with one dominant client.

Greatly to Google’s credit, the Data Liberation Front
aims to stop this monoculture effect, by letting people
take their data out of Google and use it elsewhere. We’re
asking them to do the same with their maps. Most such
actions will have a cost associated, whether in
programming time or acquiring rights, and I’m very glad
to see Google spending its profits on this.

Q: A tiny publishing company would like to create a
fairly high number of maps – each covering a 4x4 km
area – to be published on a series of books devoted to
British historic places.
In order to avoid the dreaded Ordnance Survey
copyright claims on derived work, we are going to use
a series of data which are either copyright-free or for
which we have got copyright clearance. They are
mainly NASA World Wind satellite images, Demis
WorldMap data, UK contour maps from NASA
SRTM v2 height data and OS maps that are more
than 50-year old.
As a first step, we created a multilayered Photoshop
file of a test map containing all the data we can use for
retracing. And we would like to use a recent Mac
application – Ortelius by MapDiva – to trace the main
roads and footpaths, and to add all the text. An
experienced watercolour illustrator we have at hand
may add the mountain/hill shading and background
colours on a separate sheet that we can scan and add
to the PS layers.
Unfortunately, we don’t have any specific experience
on mapping, so we are a bit perplexed on the best way
to use the available bitmap data and how to blend,
retrace and redraw them in order to get the best
results over a “bearable” working time. We are
looking forward to finding the easiest workflow to
draw these maps and any suggestion or comment you
may have would be extremely welcome!
PS: Is it true or is it just an urban legend that the UK
OS grid references are copyrighted, so on books it is
better to use latitude and longitude values only?

A: It’s an urban legend. The National Grid was invented
more than 50 years ago (the duration of Crown
Copyright), so if it were ever copyrightable, it isn’t any
more.

It’s been suggested that the Ordnance Survey do claim
copyright on a very exact set of transformations
(OSTN02) that they use to convert between lat/long and
the National Grid. For their MasterMap level of
surveying doubtless it’s important, but I’ve never needed
this degree of precision and I suspect you won’t either.
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A: It is an urban myth. You are free to print National Grid
references on your map if you wish. It is worth
remembering that it is the National Grid and not the OS
Grid. Anyway, as an example the Collins Greater London
Street Atlas range of maps have included NG references
for many years, while the map belongs to Bartholomew’s
and not OS.

Arguably things like using letters like NT or TQ
probably was copyright of OS (as they are artificial and
therefore art rather than simply being a property of a
transverse Mercator projection like the easting and
northing in metres), but since they were created in 1936
that copyright would have run out in 1986.

A: I suggest Adobe Illustrator with MAPublisher. All the
capability you may need to bring together data, aerial
photos and add a touch of finesse to your maps.

A: I would like to suggest that you consider the
MAPublisher product with Adobe Illustrator.
It basically turns Adobe Illustrator into a full-fledged GIS
and cartographic suite by enabling import and export of
most major GIS data formats and provides dozens of
tools for using the data attributes and co-ordinate date for
everything from styling and symbolization to labelling
and to map finishing with north arrows, scale bars and
indexes. It is used worldwide by such organizations as the
UK Ordnance Survey, US Geological Survey, National
Geographic and much more including many small
companies and individuals.

Q: I am not a mapmaker but need to create a simple
historical street map for a book I’m writing. Could
you advise as to what cartographic software I should
use and how I might be trained to use it? It is the
training which is particularly important for my naïve
computer skills...

A: I had a similar problem some time ago and opted for
Inkscape. It is free software downloadable from the net.
Although a general graphics programme rather than a
specific mapping tool, it will produce anything from a
simple sketch layout to a large and sophisticated
topographic map. A tutorial is also available. Fully
recommended.

A: Controversial (?) remark: 
Is a graphic software program, a tutorial and some

naïve computer skills enough to create a historical street
map? Is that all about cartography? It is NOT the
software that produces the map: it is the skills, experience
and knowledge of the mapmaker in combination with the
options and tools the software offers that will deliver you
the required cartographic product (be it a simple one or a
complicated one!) My advice (…as a non-map-maker…)
would be: ask a professional (freelance) cartographer to
do the job for you! Don’t spent your time on learning a
graphic software program unless you have enough time
and really want to do so because it is fun! But most likely
the result will be predictable: a map that does not even

meet basic cartographic standards and which quality will
most likely not be in relation to all the time and efforts
you spent on writing your book!

A: Possibly only controversial if you are NOT a
cartographer and assume that anyone can do it. There are
plenty of examples of maps that were not made by
cartographers (and even a few ‘poor’ maps by those of us
who are). This could well be just another addition to the
list.

Q: Can anyone solve a problem I have encountered
with regards to Text in Illustrator. A student in one of
my workshops has text automatically forming an
outline and I am unable to see how to turn this effect
off in Illustrator? 
The first character style was ok but I guess she must
have clicked on something to cause it but I have no
idea how to undo the effect.

A: maybe you take a look in the appearance-palette and
see if there’s an effect attached to the text.

A: For any of us working in Illustrator for any length of
time, things don’t always run smoothly. One of the
common things that one encounters is quirky behaviour
from the software. 

If the settings are custom for your workspace and
assuming this is for the Windows environ – first and
always save your work and close Illustrator. 

Then double click on My Computer on your desktop
and open C:>Documents and Settings > User
>Application Data > Adobe > Adobe Illustrator CS2
Settings. (Your version of Illustrator will be in the folder
name.) Inside this folder is a file called AIPrefs. Drag this
file to the trash, and restart Illustrator. Reset any custom
preferences you want, and when you close Illustrator the
preferences file will be regenerated. 

You can also reset Illustrator’s preferences by holding
down Shift + Control + Alt while launching the program.
If you get a dialog asking if you want to delete the Adobe
Illustrator settings folder, click yes to proceed. Restart
Illustrator. Reset any custom preferences you want, and
when you close Illustrator the preferences file will be
regenerated. 

Illustrator version CS2 and after allows you to save
custom workspaces. Note that while this procedure resets
the program preferences in Illustrator (again version cs2
and after) to defaults, it doesn’t change the Workspace
preferences, which are stored in a different file. To reset
the workspace, go to Window > Workspace > Default, or
choose one of your saved workspaces.

Citing a previous post, the text effect may have been
accidentally set by either a student or other. Be sure to
dismiss the effect and don’t apply a style if it is
unwanted.

A: Apologies for stating the obvious, but Illustrator will
of course create an outline if you set the stroke colour on
the text (as opposed to just the fill).
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Worth double-checking that there’s no stroke - i.e. the
stroke at the bottom of the toolbox has the red line
through it.

Failing that, open the ‘Appearance’ palette and see
what’s been applied to the text. It should probably say
“Type | Characters | Default Transparency” or similar.

Q: am currently on loan to a non-cartographic
company where I don’t have access to any useful
software, but still have to check and proof maps. They
are very detailed and high spec maps, there is a large
political angle whereby even the slightest error or
omission will be picked up and used to flog us, and
pretty much all I have to use is Acrobat Pro 8 (which I
have only used for basic marking up of PDFs before).

What I need to be able check is the CMYK
breakdowns of colours, transparencies and font sizes
etc. Font sizes I can probably check by printing out
(though this is awkward due to huge maps, no plotter
and dodgy print quality) but I have no idea how to do
CMYK checks or check that the transparency
percentages are correct. And sadly, in this case, even a
1% error in CMYK value or transparency will
doubtless be spotted by the political angle and end up
with several people being hung in a public execution –
possibly literally.

Obviously this would be easy in Illustrator/etc. but
getting hold of any other software and installing it is,
sadly, absolutely *NOT* an option. 

So, anybody, can you help? Is it in any way possible
to check CMYK values, transparency values (and
probably other things that I have forgotten about)
using only bad print outs, MS Office and Acrobat Pro
8...?

A: In Acrobat Pro 9 you can check the breakdown of
CMYK values and overprinting through ‘advanced ->
printproduction -> output preview’.

My PDF files are flattened. You cannot check
transparency as such (transparency results just in altered
CMYK values)

Also you can check type property using the touch up
text tool.

I know Ac 8 has about the same functionality, although
the menu path may be different. 

The use of the values found depends of course on the
quality of the file examined. Values found in a low-res
RGB file are useless as is MS Word, you need the hires
file that is sent to the printer.

Q: Does anyone have a link to a paper, or information
on, different depictions of map scales?

We’re trying to find different ways of indicating
scale on an A5 size map that sits within an A4 page of
text:

Could be: Scale Bar; Concentric circles; Grid;
Fraction

Any ideas, screenshots. images or links to papers on
this subject would be most welcome,

A: There are two additional methods in a 1949 Dutch
school atlas. In addition to showing scale as fractions it
also shows a line corresponding to the distance between
two Dutch cities on a map of Sumatra and a line
corresponding to “an hours walk” on a medium scale map
of an area within The Netherlands. I’ve scanned both of
these for you:

http://www.flickr.com/photos/hans905/4274232689/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/hans905/4274232383/

A: Recently saw a blog posting that might be of interest -
on using ‘bars’ for scale. See:
http://www.systemed.net/blog/?p=156

Q: I’ve got the following problem: I have a DTM,
which for an idiotic reason of the Hellenic
Geographical Army Service, has holes. I mean many
little holes, making it at least sad to the eye to create
and publish maps with such background. I’ve tried
several ways to solve the problem, but failed:
- Using ArcMap, produced a contour shapefile and
then filling these holes by “guessing” how the contour
line continues, but the problem is that I have no other
way or software to create a DTM back from the
contours, and ArcMap’s way is (at least this is what I
know) to create a TIN from the contours and then
covert the TIN to raster, that obviously triangulates
the whole surface, reducing accuracy and optical
quality. 
- Using the Raster Editor Toolbar that can be
downloaded for ArcMap, which I used to fill some tiny
holes in a hillshading surface, the toolbar doesn’t
recognize the DTM as a raster surface to edit. The
built-in ArcMap toolbar “Raster Painting” never
works, I don’t know what’s wrong.
- Creating a DTM with the 1st way, then putting it
under the original surface to see whether it can fill the
gap, but of course it derived from the TIN and the
reclassification during display alters the colours, so
continuation cannot be seen

A: Have you tried Global mapper?
http://www.globalmapper.com/

You can load your original DTM then export as an
ASCII grid suitable for ArcGIS. 

In the export there is an option to interpolate small
gaps in the data which works really well.

It also will import OS NTF DTMs and mosaic them
very easily.

You can download and install Global mapper for free
although the free version does have limited functionality.
The licence for the full program is fairly cheap.

Q: Can anyone advise how best to plot journey time
contours? I have a geo-coded (using MAPublisher) A2
Illustrator map of the British Isles with 8 locations. I
need to plot journey (driving) times of 1, 2 and 3
hours. Any advice welcome.
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A: A good starting point for making isochronal contour
maps might be found in:

http://www.rstintl.net/knowledge/33-travel-time-
isochrome-contour-mapping.html

A: I presume you require journey times starting from
these 8 locations. You require a digital road network that
has an attribute such as max speed to compute the
journey time per road segment. Network analysis
software takes in the digital road network and finds those
points on the road network that are within 1, 2 or 3 hours
journey from your 8 locations. The isochrones connect
these points of equal journey times.
Some considerations for road network data:
- granularity of the road network: do you require street-
level accuracy?
- basis of journey time: does max speed suffice or do you
require an annual average speed per road segment?
- price: commercial products or an open data alternative?
Check out Tele Atlas, Navteq, AND if you require street-
level accuracy. Furthermore, max speeds are available for
all road segments in these data sets. ESRI ArcGIS
Network Analyst allows you to compute these isochrones.
Other options are RouteView Pro and Pitney Bowes
MapInfo DriveTime. pgRouting may be a good Open
Source alternative. There’s a tutorial on the pgRouting
website that explains about using the software with OSM
data.

A: You might want to have a look at the travel-time maps
produced by the mySociety organization:

http://www.mysociety.org/2006/travel-time-
maps/index.php. There’s a full description of the methods
used: http://www.mysociety.org/2006/travel-time-
maps/methods.php

Q: Does anybody have experience of producing, or
having produced, 3-D physical terrain models? I’m
familiar with the ‘traditional’ plastic relief models, 3D
printing and also the work of STM in the States, but
are there other techniques available at reasonable
cost? For example, is there anybody in the UK
producing vacuum-formed models of the type IGN in
France are renowned for? Digital DTM would be
available for the area we’re looking at.

A: Suggest you try the International Map Trade
Association (IMTA): http://www.maptrade.org

A: Have you come across Dorrigo? They produce some
lovely stuff – I’ve been trying to track them down for a
while now. Their Yorkshire Dales relief map is excellent,
and if you Google them, you’ll find lots of UK map
distributors selling their stuff, with plenty of
accompanying images. 

Q: We’re looking to source a night-time aerial view of
North West England – covering Manchester to Leeds
area.

Does anyone know where we could possibly find
one?

A: http://www.webbaviation.co.uk/ are based in the North
West.
Or the BBC series ‘Britain from Above’
http://www.bbc.co.uk/britainfromabove/about/
jasonhawkes.shtml

Q: I am after some advice on how to match a list of
UK postcodes (5000) and show these on a map around
a particular site. I will be using a GIS. Also which
dataset is the most appropriate to use for this
exercise?

A: There is a choice of data sets, of which the main ones
are:

Royal Mail PostZon – Single User for 1 Year costs
£275.00 + VAT

Royal Mail PostZon GIS – Single User for 1 Year
costs £350 + VAT

OS CodePoint (points only) – Single User for 1 Year
costs £731.59 + VAT

Don’t ask me where OS get the 59 pence from!
The difference between the two PostZon files is that

the first is a large .csv file and you need to turn the
Easting and Northing into points in your GIS, and in the
second we have done that for you and supply it as either a
.tab or .shp file.

PostZon is to the nearest 100 m and CodePoint to the
nearest 1 m of the centre of the postcode

A: You can also download the free npemap dataset:
http://www.npemap.org.uk/data/ …if exact accuracy isn’t
so important for you. I wouldn’t route an ambulance
based on it, but it’d be fine for (say) a website store
locator. The consultation on OS data, currently running,
*may* result in CodePoint being made available free-of-
charge later this year.
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